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The station incorporates a WRISTLAB tester, a foot plate and a striking
yellow PVC panel.
On the panel there is a mounting for the tester and also clearly written
operating instructions.

LABEOHMsurface resistivity tester is designed tomeasure the resistivity
and resistance to ground of mats, workbenches, floors and other
components of an ESD controlled area.
Without the grounding cord connection, LABEOHM measures the
surface resistivity; with the grounding cord connected, LABEOHM
measures the resistance to the ground.
Allows use of two external electrodes.
Range: from 104 to 1012 W
Test voltage: 10V from 104 to 105W

100V from 106 to 1012 W
Electrodes: rubber covered

The WRISTLAB personnel circuit tester is indispensable to check the
conditions of wrist band, skin contact of wrist band and coiled cord.
Associated with an optional foot plate(code 9265.025) it also allows
testing of conductive footwear and heel straps.
Visual and audible alarm.
The test is performed in accordance with IEC 61340-5-1.
The tester operates on a 9V battery but the test voltage is 24V for greater
accuracy.
All wrist-straps should be checked every day.

9265.030 WRISTLAB personnel tester, 9V battery included
9265.031 Instrument recalibration

9265.022* TEST STATION including:
WRISTLAB, Conductive rubber footplate and yellow panel

9265.023* TEST STATION including:
WRISTLAB, Stainless steel footplate and yellow panel

9265.024 Stainless Steel Footplate with connecting cord
9265.025 Conductive Rubber Footplate with connecting cord
9265.026* Yellow support panel, 300x600mm

with operating instructions in English
9265.030 WRISTLAB personnel tester, 9V battery included

* add to code: I(italian) F(french) E(english) D(german) H(Hungarian)

9265.002 LABEOHM 100V, cable,battery,box included
9265.000 LABEOHM 100V with acoustic alarm when R<1x109W
9265.003 Labeohm recalibration
9265.004B Cylindrical PROBE 63mm diameter, 2.3Kg weight, BLACK
9265.004R Cylindrical PROBE 63mm diameter, 2.3Kg weight, RED
9265.005 Concentric ring PROBE 63/30mm diameter, 2.5Kg weight

9265.006 Portable Kit including 9265.002 tester, two 9265.004 probes
and carrying case

9265.007 Portable Kit including 9265.000 tester, two 9265.004 probes
and carrying case

WRISTLAB personnel tester 24V

Personnel test station 24V

LABEOHM surface resistivity tester 100V
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